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PROFESSIONAL OUTLINE

Associate's degree in Chemistry and Secretarial Studies with experience in the fields of translation, 
receptionist and administration. Highly focused on Team Working and Target Oriented. Flexible, 
enthusiastic with high relationship skills and well motivated to New Challenges.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

SERONDA. BOOKSHOP. 1998-2005

From 1998 to 2005 I have managed a bookshop in Avilés, with the following functions:

 guests, products, storehouse and suppliers management.
 promotion and sale of different books and products.
 coordinator of activities
 responsible for projects focused on books, specially for children, mountain and asturian 

language.
 implementation of the projects already referred to, succesfully, on time as they had been 

originally planned for and eliminating difficulties inherent in new programs.
 creation of appropiate communication channels with guests and suppliers to ensure a good 

quality service.

SILKEN HOTEL AVILÉS. 2007

Receptionist and accounting assistant at Silken Hotel

SERVICIOS SECURITAS S.A. 2007-2008

 Working as administrative assistant at guests's reception offices in DuPont Ibérica, S.L. During these 
times, I was working as administrative assistant in one of the working teams focused on new plant 
building.

TRANSLATION SERVICES

Translations related to waste management and chemical subjets during my times as student at 
Chemistry Faculty.

FORMAL TRAINING

 Associate's Degree in Chemistry
 Secretarial Studies



INFORMAL TRAINING

Courses: 
Product knowlege and its introduction to guests
Management at university labs: National technical conferences

OTHER ACTIVITIES

 Asociación Cultural Escontra'l Raigañu (2004- ): Etnographical group focused on 
researching and divulgation. We recover songs, traditions and ways of life of people in Asturias. 
This work involves interviewing people, preparing archives and divulgating the information. We 
prepare courses, speechs and performances, as the ones you can see in Seronda in Avilés, 
Bitácora, Abilius Polis, ... Currently, I'm the president of the group.

 Writing: I write poetry, tales and novels. I have won a poetry prize in 2004, Fernán Coronas, 
with the poetry book  “Cuantayá que Dios fuxó”. I have published another poetry book this 
year, in asturian and spanish, “Ausencies / Ausencias”. Currently, I'm working with Luis Núñez 
in a musical project in which lyrics are mine and music from him, and also in a musical-poetry 
project focused on cultural circles. In addition, I have wrote different tales, some of them for the 
group Escontra'l Raigañu. I have wrote “Inda suenen” with Borja Roces. Inda Suenen is a 
project involving traditional music and theatre, performed by Muyeres and Factoria Norte. This 
project has won the prize Crítica RPA 2012.

 TCC (Teatro Con Conciencia): I am in a theatre group since 2015. We have performed two 
plays yet.

LANGUAGES

 English: high level. Upper level at Official Languages School. 
 French: high reading level, intermediate-high speaking level. Currently having regular language 

instruction courses.
 German: initiation level. Currently having regular language instruction courses.
 Catalán: high reading level, intermediate speaking level.
 Gallego: high level
 Asturiano: high level


